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CITY TAX - FIUMICINO 
 

Newsletter 
 

On 21st December 2011, the City Council of Fiumicino Municipality has approved, in respect of 

what is provided for the D. Lgs.vo 23/2011, art. 4, comma 1, the introduction of a city tax on 

touristic services offered by the city ( City Council Deliberation nr. 63, 21 December 2011). 

 

This tax is an important tool to increase the value of the territory and offer more and better services 

to people who decide to overnight here. It guarantees an income for the municipal financial budget 

so to face the needs arising from tourism demand and help the accommodation facilities. 

 

 

The city tax has to be paid by people who stay in the accommodation facilities and by those 

who are not in the list of the register of births of Fiumicino Municipality. 

 

The amount of the city tax is indicated in the following table: 
 

Accommodation facilities - 
hotels 

City tax per person and per each overnight stay 
(till a maximum of  10 stays even not consecutive) 

Five star hotel € 3,00 

Four and three star hotel   € 2,00 

Two and one star hotel  € 1,80 

 

Other accommodation facilities City tax per person and per each overnight stay 
(till a maximum of  10 stays even not consecutive) 

Residence € 2,00 

 

Other Accommodation facilities                
 

City tax per person and per each overnight stay 
(till a maximum of  10 stays even not consecutive) 

Houses and holiday apartments € 2,00 

Holiday vacations    € 2,00 

Rent a room  € 1,50 

Bed & Breakfast  € 1,50 

Camping € 1,50 

 
Farm houses Activities  City tax per person and per each overnight stay 

(till a maximum of  10 stays even not consecutive) 

Farm houses € 1,50 
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This tax is enforceable till a maximum of 10 stays, even not consecutive, during the calendar year 

and it doesn’t depend on the number of the accommodation facilities people could have stayed in 

the territory of Fiumicino. 

 

For all salaried, who work for companies and public and private societies and have to overnight, for   

rightly justified work reasons, in one of the accommodation facilities mentioned in the previous 

tables, the tax has a reduction of 75%  if comparing with the sum above mentioned. 

In case of stays due to delayed and/or cancelled flights, provided for Rule U.E. 261/2004, the city 

tax has a reduction of 50%. 

 

 

 

People free from this tax are: 

 

a) under 10 years old and over 70 years old people; 

b) State Policemen and other Armed Forces who work to guarantee public order and safety as 

defined in the Testo Unico for Public Safety R.D. 18 June 1931, nr. 773 and in the following 

Rule R.D. 6 May 1940, nr. 6345;  

c) people who assist inpatients who stay in hospital in our territory as to say in the 

Municipality of Rome, till a maximum of two assistants per inpatient; 

d) those who are obliged to overnight in Fiumicino for exceptional and not predictable 

circumstances due to natural disasters and to acts of God. 

 


